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AVIATION AND SIMULATORS SOFTWARE
VTS MULTIMEDIA TRAINING SOFTWARE

VTS training tools are priced affordably 
to allow each student to own a personal 
copy of the software.Each aircrafts sys-
tems are covered in detail far surpass-
ing th general information provided in 
Pilots Information Manual. For example, 
the electrical schematic is presented on-
screen just as it appears in the informa-
tion manual. But instead of just sitting 
there looking mysterilous and intimidating, 
this virtual schematic comes to life with a 
click of the mouse. Controls and indica-
tors from the cockpit are also available 
on-screen, creating an animated simula-
tion of the entire system.
Aircraft Systems - Warrior

 P/N 13-03388  ........$148.95

KITLOG PRO SOFTWARE
KitLog Pro is an organizational tool 
that allows the builder of any type 
of aircraft to create, archive, main-
tain, and display the entire building 
process. Whether your experimental 
aircraft is a plans-built EAA bi-plane, a 
Van’s RV, a Glastar, or even a Lancair 
IV-P, KitLog Pro is the most efficient 
way to ensure that you meet the 
requirements of a builder’s log for the 
certification of your homebuilt aircraft.

Features: • Complete Builder’s log to satisfy FAA requirements
Detailed Expense Log •Test Flight Log • Maintenance Log • Weight & 
Balance Calculator ......................................P/N 13-03705 ...........$49.95

 MAX TRESCOTTS G1000™
GLASS COCKPIT HANDBOOK

This edition includes dozens of tips and 
features for G1000 and Perspective glass 
cockpits, including Cirrus SR20 and SR22 
Aircraft. Chapter 11 on Instrument Flying 
was completely rewritten to make it easier 
for pilots to understand the many nuances 
of using the G1000 and Perspective for 
instrument flight.  There is a revolution 
sweeping through general aviation. In less 
than two years, the industry has converted 
to ship all new aircraft with glass cockpits, 
rather than traditional instrument panels. 
The most popular and comprehensive guide 
to operating these airplanes continues to be 

Max Trescott’s G1000 and Perspective Glass Cockpit Handbook.  This 
book makes it easy for you to quickly become an expert on operating 
and programming the G1000 and Perspective systems in any aircraft. 
Instructors agree that the cockpit is not an ideal learning environment. 
Reading this book, written by a Master Flight Instructor, is one of the 
most efficient and cost effective ways to learn the G1000 or Perspective 
before stepping into the cockpit for your first transition lesson.
 PN 13-05533 ............$36.99

IFLIGHTPLANNER SUBSCRIPTION
This is a subscription only***  Email 
address required for purchase. 
iFlightPlanner is general aviation’s 
most comprehensive suite of easy-to-
use flight planning tools for private and 
corporate pilots. Featuring iFlightPlan-
ner.com, mobile.iFlightPlanner.com 
and iFlightPlanner for iPad, iFlight-
Planner allows pilots to intuitively plan 

routes, retrieve certified weather briefs, calculate weight & balance and 
file flight plans from any computer or their iPad.  Note iFlightPlanner 
currently supports flight planning within the United States, however 
iFlightPlanner for iPad does support worldwide GPS tracking and color-
coded METARs and TAFs. 
Annual .........................................................P/N 13-16354 ...........$99.99
Plus Annual .................................................P/N 13-23577 ...........$49.99

HELICOPTER MANEUVERS GUIDE
The Maneuvers Guide provides 
step-by-step guidance with over 2 
hours of video and animated media. 
Each maneuver is introduced by 
designated pilot examiner Ben Fouts. 
A detailed graphical animation follows, 
explaining the maneuvers step by 
step. Then there is also a cockpit view 
available showing the flown maneuver 

from pilot’s perspective! Additionally you can profit from the “Examiner’s 
Perspective” videos. Here you will get important information about common 
errors and see what an FAA examiner is looking for during the check ride. 
The software is a great learning tool for students and CFIs alike. System 
Requirements: • High Definition image quality • 1280x720pix resolution
• Runs on MAC and PC (Mac OSX 10 / Windows Vista, 7) (requires 
Adobe Flash 11 and Adobe AIR - free downloads) • Note: This Software 
does not run on iPad or iPhone min. 1 GB RAM recommended.
 P/N 13-12737 .........$199.00

ELITE V8.5 FLIGHT TRAINING SOFTWARE
For years, professional pilots had no choice 
other than to maintain IFR proficiency in an 
expensive full flight simulator. By introducing the 
world’s first professional PC-based airliner-class 
simulator, ELITE offers a completely new way 
to practice IFR procedures to keep skills sharp. 
ELITE Pilot Premium ver sion 8.6 allows pilots 
of all lev els of expe ri ence to exer cise their fly-
ing skills using the power of the per sonal com-
puter for over two decades. Com plete startup 
and shut down pro ce dures, fly dif fer ent pat-
terns or approaches, prac tice with nor mal or 
abnor mal sit u a tions, or main tain pro fi ciency, in 
a com pletely con trol lable vir tual envi ron ment 
with new 2011 nav i ga tional data. 
 P/N 13-07341 .........$199.00

VOLAIR SIM COCKPIT CHASSIS

Note: This product is drop shipped direct from the manufacturer. If shipping 
international, inbound freight from manufacturer to our warehouse will 
apply in addition to outbound freight from our warehouse to destination.
This modern design is intended to take the flight simulator instruments 
off our desks and put them in a more realistic simulator environment. 
Although the pre-drilled installation holes are universal in nature they are 
also specific for the Saitek brand of instruments.
The Volair Sim flight chassis’ name was derived as a play on the Spanish /
Italian word volare, which means ‘to fly’. This futuristic looking layout is the 
near perfect setup for most of our flight simulations. You can adapt any 
piece or combination of pieces of flight sim gear to the basic chassis and 
go even further with a little imagination, a drill and a screwdriver.
The Volair Sim is a quality product that enhances the flight simulation 
environment to near real-world expectations. The high quality powdered 
tubular steel chassis built around the adjustable real world car racing seat 
is a true joy to experience. The pre-drilled mounting holes and innovative 
design features along with the universal adjustable mounts adds to the 
flexibility of the unit. The ability to mount up to a single 42 IN VESA spec 
monitor or three 19 – 30 IN widescreen monitors makes it an instant hit 
with all flight simmers .................................... P/N 13-14948 .........$710.00

WEATHER STATEMENT GROUNDSCHOOL
A CD-ROM-based course on METAR’s and TAF’s. 
Nearly 2 hours of stunning, interactive training is provided. 
Promotes learning through human interaction—not just 
rote memorization. A remarkable feature is the interactive 
weather controls, which enable the user to “control the 
weather.” Since weather codes are confusing to interpret, 
the user can click the “Speak-It” button to hear a verbal 
translation. This allows the user to correlate codes with a 
true, visual picture and understanding of the weather. This 

tutorial CD is perfect for all pilots, from students to rated pilots who wish to 
remain sharp and proficient. It’s also ideal for airport personnel, dispatchers, 
and anyone else who needs to view aviation weather information.
Software ......................................................P/N 13-05575 ...........$59.00
Download Version .......................................P/N 13-11404 ...........$55.00
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